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1 , Th~_(2!f:&IR1v®.'IJ Canada): I declare open the 327th plenary meeting of the 

Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

2. Mr.!... .• 4fiEREDO _ciS3:_qiLVEIRA (Brazil): The work of the Eighteen-Nation Coiiii!rl.ttee 

on Disarmament has reached a very important stage, one which might constitute a turning 

point in the disarmament negotiation13 -that have been going on now for slightJ¥more 

than five years. The tabling of two identical draft texts on the non-proliferation of 

nuclear weapons (ENDC/192, 193) sums up the efforts deployed by their authors -- the 

United States and the Soviet Union. --. during many months of negotiations between 

themselves. The final objective of such a commendable effort, namely to stop the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons, has always been supported _by IllY co.'U!ltcy, _ whi9~.:he~.s 

already, through the regional Latin-American treaty (ENDC/186) renounced the · 

possession and manufacture of such weapons. 

J. Disarmament is a universal aspiration of mankind, and the effectiveness of any 

meas1:re of disarmament is directly· linked to its general acceptabilitY and .. 

consequently to the universality · of its application. That is all the more true of 

measures aimed at checking the proliferation of nuclear weapons, for obvious reasons 

on which I need not dwell here. Unfortunately, however, the texts that have been 

~':bmi tted by the United States and Soviet delegations do not encourage ·Wiae adherence 

by the maximum number of co\mtries; as ·would be desirable. In my comments to\ia:~r I 

sha:.J. explain some of the reasons why~ in the view of my country, the two drafts seem 

not to take into account the concerns· of a large number of countries, as a result of 

which the prospects of their universal adoption are diminished. 

L". Brazil has already stated in clear and unequivocal terms A:ne nece·ssity for what 

Gen.;;ral Assembly resolution 2028(XX) called 11 an acceptable balance of mutual 

responsibilities and obligations 11 (ENDCL161) • Even a preliminary glance at the t\-JO 

drafts is enough to enable one to determine that they contain practically only 

obligations for the non-nuclear nations, while none of the commitments for the nuclear 

Powers suggested by the non-nuclear nations have been ·takeri into account. · }.ty 
. .. 

delegation has never agreed with those who believe that a non-proliferation treaty 

should necessarily be one-sided and .· discriminatory. 

5. Owing to the diametrically different natures of the parties · concerned. -- nuclear

weapon Powers on the one hand and non-nuclear~weapon countries on the other --

complete symmetry in the substance of the obligations for both sets of parties, although 

I 

\ 
i ' 
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desirable, could not of course be achieved in the context of a treaty such as that 

u..r1der consideration by th..i.s Coillillittee. He are not questioning whether or not the 

nuclea; P6wer~· . should stay nuclear tin til a final solution can be brought to the 

question of nuc~ear disarmament; but it seems to us imperative that the obligations 

imposed on the non-nuclear ·· n9.tions should be met on the other side by significant . 

commitments related to the subject matter of ihe treaty. The manifest imbalan(!e of 

obligations as set out in 'the two drafts can hardly enhance the prospect of universal 

acceptance· and final adherenceby the great majority of nations. 

6. We notice 'al~o tha_t the two drafts contain provisions ~hich, directly or 

indirectly, prevent the non-nuclear countries from developing their own technology 

for the 'manufact~~ 6t miclear explosive devices intend~d for peaceful purpos-e~. 
The Brazilian stand on this important question has been explained several times-he.re 

and elsewhere. sU:ffice- it to say' for the moment, that such a :prohibition _goes well 
. .. . . ' .. ~·· 

beyond the objectives 'of the treaty and gives rise to serious and unnecessary problems. 

7. Another important consideration which was contained' in resolution 2.028(xX)_ 

and which does hot seem to b a properly reflected in the two drafts is a clear 

characterizat ion of the ·agreement on non-proliferation as a definite step towards 
. . 

gene~ral and complete disarmament. Nations that do not possess nuclear armaments are 

a~ked to · sign a binding colnmi tment never to acquire them, while nations that already . 

have 'at their disposal the most impressive arsenals ever assembled by huinan ingenuity 

wi} .. l be legally free to increase at will the number and the destructive potential . 

of such weapons. 

8. In the view of my Government, the ultimate answer to the question of checking 

t he proliferation' of nuclear weapons is the ·- creation and m~i~tenance of' cond1t ions 

of world secUrity so that no nation' can hirle ~ motive for 

acquiring ·n.uc::lek weapons. With regard to the treaty on 

nuclear weapons, it may rightly be asserted. that its full 

producing or otherwise 

the non-proliferation of · 
. . . ~ ., ..... 

acceptability, and _thus 

its effectivenesi, r ests on the pre-eXi s t ence of such' security conditions. 

Nevertheless the \r;e~ty mU.st arid can prov~de for the strengthening and insti tutionaliza

tion ~f those condition~ . of pea ce by establishi~g precise legal obllgahons in that 

regard. 

9. To place :the s~curity i ssue in i t k ' proper perspectiv~·, it .must be said in all 

frailkness th~t it'' is not oniy the fact that ~ome nations nlight. prod.uce nuclear weapons 

which ' causes· conce~n . for sectiri ty~ . such c~ncern is caused also b~_.: the fact th~t a 

few nations have already produced arid keep" producing those 'weapo~s -in increasing 
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numbers and, so to speak, of better and better quality; and, furthermore, by the 

fact that some of these few nations do not seem inclined to enterinto any agreement 

restricting their nuclear-weapon capability. 

10. Thus it is the possession of nuclear weapons which provides justification for 

yet another kind of obligation on the nuclear Power~ of which we find no mention 

whatsoever in the draft texts. I am referring to the need for appropriate guarantees 

against nuclear aggression or its threat on the part of nuclear Powers not parties 

to the treaty, as well as clear assurances that those nuclear Powers which are 

parties to the treaty will not utilize nuclear weapons against the nations which 

have renounced the utilization of such weapons as a means of ensuring the security 

of their own people. 

11. Defence is an imperative concern of any government. If a country renounces 

the procurement or production by its own national means of effective deterrents 

against nuclear attack or the threat thereof, it must be assured that that 

renunciation -- a step taken because of higher considerations of the interests of 

mankind -- will not entail irreparable danger to its own people. The public could 

never be made to understand why a government, in forswearing its defence capability, 

had not at the same time provided reasonable and lasting assurances that the nation 

would not be, directly or indirectly, the object of total destruction or of nuclear 

blackmail. ' Nor would the congresses or the legal representatives of the people b,3 

able to ratify any international agreement which, failed to take into account the 

minimal requirements of national security. 

12. Let me recall at this point a passage from the speech delivered by the 

representative of the United States on 11 July. Nr. Foster, speaking in the cont,::;xt 

of a comprehensive test ban agreement, discussed the relationship between national 

security and arms control measures in general, and said: 
11 The appeal of arms control measures must rest on whether they 

enhance the security of the nations agreeing to them. In our deliberations 

on the non-proliferation treaty, for example, I have made clear my Government 1s 

convictionthat no nation should be asked to sign this treaty if it does not 

promote its national security within the world community as well as meet the 

world-wide concern over the growing threat of nuclear war. 11 (E.;NDC[J:Y.312, R?:J:'a.2) 

lJ. The conditions of world security and peace to which I have been referring would 

also be greatly enhanced if the universal application of safeguards concerning 
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fi s sionable material were made compulsory for all parties to the treaty• · By the 

same token, the legal commitflent to take definite measures of disarmament could 

include outright several of these m8asures: the conversion for peaceful uses of 

part of the military stocks of fissionabl e material, the obligation to co-operate 

in the maximum diffusion of the benefits of scientific and technological progress in 

favour of developing countries, the channelling to those countries of at least part 

of the financial resources freed by disarmaruent measures, and so on. 

14. It must not be forgotten that, in order to consolidate the achievement of the 

security conditions I have mentioned, it is necessary also to ensure the continuance 

of the process of disarmament, and particularly of nuclear disarmament, by means 

of the specific obligation to p~rsue the negotiation of parallel agreements. on 

other important aspects of disarmament. 

15. In the light of the foregoing considerations regarding the complex problems 

connected with preventing proliferation of nuclear weapons --problems to which we 

must fi.nd universally acceptable solutions --, let me return to a point with which 

my Government is deeply concerned. 

16. In our view, the countries that are willing to renounce nuclear weapons should 

not be forced, as seems to be the purpose of the draft texts, into yet another 

renunciation which would have incalculable adverse consequences and would be totally 

alien to the objectiv~s of a non-proliferation treaty. In fact, no convincing 

argument of a purely technical nature can be raised in favour of the imposition of 

restrictions on the application by national means, under effective international 

control, of nuclear energy in the form of explosive devices intended for peaceful 

purposes, such as engineering works, mining activities and other civil uses. 

\-lhatever the cost of such ventures, the foreclosing of any country's possibility to 

accelerate its econorric development in such an important field of knowledge and thus 

to achieve a technological breakthrough that rrdght be of vital signifiance for its 

industrial development would be so damaging to its future in the community of nations 

that no government would feel entitled to impose such limitations on future generations · 

17. The most developed nations in today 1 s world are those which invested heavily 

in the most advanced industrial techniques of a given historical period and were thus 

able to reap a thousandfold the benefits of the mastery of such techniques. The 
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developing nations of today ar u tho nations which most desperately need the tools 

with which to shorten the road in the race agains t backwardness. He cannot under-

stand why precisely those nations should be denied theLl when i t has been demonstrat E1d, 

first, that they have no motive for acquiring nuclear ~orcapons; sc:cond, that tht;y are 

willing to accept the obligation not t o obtnin such weapons; and t hird, that they 

are willing to submit t o a thorough system of international inspection which can 

objectively verify their good faith. 

18. Brazil is a signatory of the only international agreement which prohibits nuclear 

weapons in an ir.habited region of the world. The Latin-m~erican Tr eaty (ENDC/186), 

the purposes of which we have always supported, encourages peaceful nuclearization and 

fully allows its .parties to conduct research and t o utilize nuclear energy for 

peaceful purposes, including the r.1anufacture of explosive devices for uses other 

than mill tary. In Latin America -- within a homogeneous intermi.tional community 

where special favourable conditions prevail --we have made it clear that the 

renunciation of nuclear armament does not entail the abandonment of our inalienable 

right to econoraic and social development through the preservation of our freedom of 

scientific r esearch and technological advancement. There can certainly be no r eason, 

in a broader context, to adhere t o a trea ty imposing greater r estrictions and 

restrictions which, in our view are both unjust and unnecessary. 

19. ~~~~~ (Sweden): Last Thursday, when identical drafts of a non-

proliferation treaty (ENDC/192, 193) W6re presented t o this Committee by the delegations 

of the United States _and the Soviet Union, my del egation had the opportunity to 

welcome that f act (ENDC/PV.J25 , par a .6o). As was said in the statement i s sued that 

day by my Government and read to the Committee by Mr. Edelstam, the Swedish Government 

considers tht: pres entat ion of these drafts t o be the Iilost posi tive action in the fi eld 

of political .<!~_"t-_ente since the conclusion of th6 Moscow test-bru1 Tr eaty in 1963 

(ENDC/100/Rev.l). He ar e convinced that thi s very gesture of comm::m endeavour on 

the part of th£ two super-Power s will help to r educe tho t ension in thE: political 

clima t e r ei gning in the world today. we hope ardently that t he phase of the work of 

the Eighteen-Nat ion Co~ttee on Di sarmament which we have now enter ed will l ead to 

a joint recommendation on the complet 0 t ext. of a non-prolifer ation tre-aty to be placed 

before the comingse~sion of the Uni t ed Nat1ons Gener al Assembly. 

I 
I 
i 
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20. l~ intervention today is not intended to cover the whole draft treaty text as 

presented by the delegations of the Urii ted States and the Soviet Union. · .. 1 reserve 

our right to speak at a later date on the contents of the preamble and the main 

articles. I can assure the Cor~ttee, however, that our main preoccupation now and 

in the coming weeks will be to endeavour to contribute to the achievement of such 

compronrises as may prove necessary in order to make ·the treaty acceptable to as many 

as possible of the States which are important in this connexion. I will not· hide 

the fact that one of our preoccupations concerns the desire to see inscribed in the 

trea~ more bimding obligations on the main Powers to regard this treaty as only 

a first step on the road towards nuclear disarmament, soon to be followed by others, 

notab~ a treaty ·b~nning underground nuclear t ests and a cut-off agreement. The 

non-proliferation treaty h~s to be seen as a part, and on~ a part, of an integrated 

whole of partial disarinament measures in the field of nuclear arms. 

21. I will now turn to the purpose of my intervention today, which is to help speed 

up our negotiations. I think all delegations around this table are preoccupied by . 

the fact that the Committee is not yet in a position to discuss a complete draft 

treaty. · This is the more deplorable as all parts of such an important engagement as 

a non-proliferation treaty are dependent on one another and complem~ntary to one 

another. This is particularly the case with the r el ationship between the main ·articles 

and such a complementary provision as the one on international control. · In order to 

facilitate the further debate and also to bring forward some thoughts and suggestions . 

to be made use of, we hope, by the co-Chairmen in their continuing bilateral 

negotiations on this point, the Swedish Government has considered it useful· to present 

to the Committee today' a preliminary and tentative textY of an arti.c.l.t on international 

controls: the article III l eft blank in the dral'ts before us. This presentati on 

in no way, of course, · r edU:ces the' possibility of my del egation's supporting any other 

text on this item which other del egations may put forward; should we consider such 

proposal better and more likely t o gain gener al approval in the Committee than our 

own. I wish to emphasize that procedural aspect of our draft. That implies that 

nry Goverriment is not committed t o the exact wordings used. Those have, a s you will 

find, been most often borrowed from earlier proposals, in order to simplify the 

present'ation. · As an exampl e I may mention that such a matter as the extent to which 

1/Circulated as document ENDC/195. 
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equipment should be involved in the safeguard obligations is one for further 

penetration, here or within the International Atomic EnGrgy Agency (IAEA). 

22. The Swedish text to which I have just referred, which is available to delegations 

here today ·is naturally closely connected with the two main articles, I and II, of 

the draft text put forward by the United States and the Soviet Union. I think that 

it also represents fairly closely the thinking -of those two delegations with regard 

to the control measures necessary for verifying in a proper way the full observation 

by all parties of the obligations contained in the main articles. Only in one 

respect, to which I shall shortly revert; does ~ our proposal contain an additional 

element, ana that is aimed at pronoting further the causeof nuclear disarmament, 

albeit :by amodE:st beginning; 

23. I will now give a b:def dEJscription of our proposal as contained in . document 

ENDC/195. Its main feature is thE.; general applicationof one universal safeguard 

system, that or' I.AEA in ViEmna. Nothing but such an equitable and non-ili..scriminatory 

system would be tenable in the long run and in all relations between States in 

different parts of the world~ For practical rer.sons, however, we suggest that. there 

should be a transitional period -- perhaps up to three years, to. choose as an 

example a figure previously mentioned -- to allow for the integration of exist;ing 

bilateral as well as r egional safeguard arrangeraents into the uniform system of IA&~. 

I reiterate that this suggestion is justified on practical gre>unds: my own country 

has bilateral control arrangements which cannot be altered overnight. 

24. Our proposal furtl1er · contains a unilateral obligation on the part of the non~ 

nuclear-·weapon States to accept safeguards on all their nuclear-energy uctivi ties, 

whereas, as you will see 1 the nuclear-weapon States wouldbe allowed to be their own 

judges concerning when to apply safeguards to their peaceful nuclear activities. 

This asymmetry is a concession on our part, hesitatingly mad0, in order to facilitate 

the political accq:> tance of our proposal. 

25. In one respect, however, we suggest that international controls should be 

syilli!letrically applicable to · all partiss. This concerns transf·ers of special nuclear 

material from · one State to another. All such transfers should .thus b€ safeguarded 

in the same inanner for all States parties to the treaty, intE;ndE.d as they should be 
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for use in peaceful activities only. This suggestion may seem to go somewhat 

beyond what has been suggested up to now in the bilateral and regional discussions 

on a control article, namely that international controls will apply to material which 

is imported not only by non-nuclear-weapon States but by all parties to the treaty. 

This provision, is, however, in full conformity with the general principle behind 

articles I and II of the draft treaty, aiming at stopping transfers of nuclear 

weapons and assistance and encouragement in producing them. That is a salient 

feature of our proposal. 

26. I wish to emphasize what should be self-evident: that it is of the utmost 

importanceand in conformity with the whole spirit of the proposed treaty that States 

which renounce the possibility of manufacturing their own nuclear weapons should 

not contribute to the development of nuclear-weapon arsenals in other countries. 

Outright exclusion of such a possibility, in the form we suggest in the article on 

international controls, would in addition be of practical importance as an obstacle 

to deliveries of special nuclear material to such nuclear-weapon States as may not 

subscribe to the treaty. 

27. In conclusion, I wish to stress once more that the Swedish delegation is not 

proffering its proposal in order to place any difficulties in the way of the speedy 

conclusion of a treaty. The contrary is the case. vJe have deemed it useful, for 

the bilateral discussions between the co-Chairmen and for the further discussions 

within the Committee as a whole, to see to it that a complete text is available, 

thus including a suggestion for solving the control issue. Our suggestions may not 

be acceptable to all delegations. In that case the further negotiations in the 

CJmmittee will undoubtedly bring into the open whatever disagreements may exist and 

we may try, in a common effort, to arrive at a solution of this problem -- as of other 

outstanding problems -- which will be acceptable to all. It is in such a spirit of 

constructive compromise that we have drafted and today tabled our proposal. 

28. ~~-W~NK~~ (Czechoslovakia): Allow me, on behalf of the Czechoslovak 

delegation, to join those representatives who have preceded me in welcoming the 

presentation of the drafts of the non-proliferation treaty by the USSR and United 

States delegations (ENDC/193, 192) at the meeting of the Committee on 24 August 

(ENDC/PV.J25) and in expressing appreciation of the work accomplished by our two 

co-Chairmen. This step has been rightly characterized by several speakers as an 
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important milestone in the disarmament negotiations. Its importance is underlined 

by the fact that, as is g&nsrally recognized, the drafts presentod are tho fruits of 

several years of joint efforts by all who ar& interestE.;d in the adoption of effectivb 

measures to thwart the threat of a nuclear war. 

29. The 'resentation of tho drafts doGs not mean, of course, that the issue of the 

non-proliferation of nuclear w5apons has already been solved. It makes it possible ~, 

however, for our negotiations to r each their climax within the shortest possible 

time with the formulation of the text of a treaty which would be in line with the 

interests of the greatest possible nuraber of States and which would gain the widest 

possible support. Wehelieve it is a good step in that direction that the drafts 

submitted by the two co-Chairmen pay reg&rd in a number of points to the constructivG 

ideas offert:-d for consideration in the course of p~C.st negotiations by various 

countries, both memb.::;rs and non-members of this Conurittee. 

30. At the same time we r ealize tha t the non-proliferation trenty crumot incorporate 

every idea and that there are of necessity certain liF~ts to paying regard to 

individual suggestions, howev.:;, r urgent may be the r easons behind them. When 

considering those suggestions it is necassl:IXY, on tbe on0 hand, ·to take good cnre 

to preclude any weakening of the effectiveness of the treaty, avoiding a:ny loop-holes 

that would permit a circumvention of the prohibition of the spread of nuclear weapons . 

in a:ny way or from an~ motive. On the other hand, it is necessary t o keep in mind 

that the non-proliferation treaty must not be over-burdened by problems bearing on 

other aspects of disarmament, particularly nuclear disarmament. It is generally 

recognized that attempts to settle all those aspects would inevit.nbly delay thE: 

reaching of agreement on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. Such delays might 

easily lead us into n situation where we might miss the present favournble opportunity 

for the conclusion of a treaty, and the agreement on non-proliferation itself, in 

the light of the possible future development of events, might becorue meaningless. 

31. The fo~egoing aspects, .which have evidently guided the considerations of the 

authors of the two drafts, should be decisive also in the approach of other States 

in their consideration of the:: drafts presented as well as in th.e solution of the 

issues still outstanding. In oth<::,r words, in formulating the final text of the 

non-proliferation treaty there can be no compromise on mt:asures to safeguard its 

effectiveness from the point of view of the prohibition of the spread of nu,clear 

weapons in any form or in any way. Likewise, it would not serve our cause to demand 
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that the treaty should solve problems reaching beyo~d the frm1ework of non-proliferation, 

the solution o:f which, as past experiences have indicated, requires further efforts 

and, it seems, long negotiations. 

32. That, of course, does not exclude the possibility that some States might voice 

the criticism that the treaty does not meet all their demands. In ~ opinion, you, 

Mr. Chairman, put it very aptly at our meeting on 24 August when you said: 
110ne can fairly safely make one prediction in regard to our negotiations 

and debates on this very important measure during the next few weeks, and that 

is that not every delegation here will be entirely satisfied with whatever text 

will be finally adopted. 11 (:E.liP...C/PV!..2_g5, para. 5~). 

No international agreement is absolutely perfect. It would be unrealistic to demand 

particularly of multilateral international agreements concerning matters of principle 

and of a political nature -- such as is, beyond any doubt, the non-proliferation 

treaty -- that they should be fully consistent with the requirements of all parties. 

Whenever treaties of this kind are being worked out it is necessary to act on the 

premise that they should provide solutions to the questions of principle in a 

satisfactory manner and that in their fundamental provisions they should be in accord 

with the interests both of the international comraunity as a whole and of its 

individual members. 

33. Accordingly, when considering the drafts subrrutted and the final text of the 

non-proliferation treaty which should be the outcome of our present debates, it is 

necessary, in our judgement, to realize fully what is decisive in the treaty and 

what is its proper objective. Beyond any doubt the objective of disarmament talks 

is to eliminate the threat of war and, under the present circur.J.starices, particuiarly 

the threat of a nuclear war. Within this context the non-proliferation treaty has 

an important, even though partial, nission. Its pritlary aim is to prevent that threat 

fro~ growing and to unblock the road to its gradual lessening. A means of achieving 

that is to prevent additional States from acquiring nuclear weapons. In order to 

accomplish that the non-proliferation treaty must reliably close all avenues that 

night lead to such an undesirable development either within the framework of military 

alignments or within individual States, irrespective of the motives or the justification 

evoked. 
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34. It is with a view t o that fundamental, even though li::rlted, objGctive that the 

Czechoslovak delegation h~s studied the two drafts presented; and it is in t~~ light 

of that basic criterion that we regard the drafts subnutted ~s constituting a 

significant step for\,-Jard to the obj ective that has been sought from the very stc.rt _ 

of the _debates on non-proliferation. Th.is evaluation of ours is further accentuate<i, 

by the fact that in their basic provisions the. drafts are in full accordance with 

the principles formulated in the respective resolutions o.n the question of non

pr~liferation which were adopted at various sessions of the United Nations General 

Assembly. A detailed analysis of the drafts from that poin-t{ of view was made by the 

representative of Poland, Mr. Goldblat, on 29 August. (ENDC/PV.326). ·· My delegation 

wishes to identify itself fully t-Ji th his conclusio!'l-~ and does not think it necessary 

to dwell any longer on that question. 

35. In evaluating _the drc.f~s presented, \ ·!e wo,uld deal particulo:'.rly witht::l.rticles I 

and II, whi<?h stipulat e the obligations of nuclear-\{eapon and non-nuclear.-tJeo.pon 

States respectively. The scope of those opligations was f or l ong the basic_ 

outstanding iss~e . and the mo.in. obstacla t o agreenent. It was so because somE) States 

made attempts to limit the scope of' the non-proli,fer atio:p. treaty in. such a way as. ,to 

allow f or an indirect spread of nuclear weapons wi.thin the framework of their 

military groupings. In this connexion I should like to express lTlY .delegation 1 s 

satisfaction that. th,e two drafts co.nk.in f ormulations of o.rticles I and II that . . m.3et · 

the basic requirement for a non-proliferation treaty. They l eave no la·op-'holes 

allowing for a spread of nuclear weQpons in· any wcy. A. treaty including the 

obligations f ornru.lated in those two articles 1t1ill really constitute an efficient 

tool for preventing the ·. spread of nuclear weapons. 

36. In thos-e articles ;We see the cor e of the non-proliferation tr.eaty. .At thEi same 

time, we believe it is highly appropriate that the drafts presented are not restricted 

to that question alone •. lJe are particularly happy that , pc.ying attention t o the 

position expressed by a nUI:lber of States both in the course of our deliberations here 

and outside this Committee , the drafts express the relationship of non-proliferation 

t o. o.ther questions , particularly t o the question of the future development of 

activities in the fiel d of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy • . It i s not the 

direct subject-matter of the non-prol i f er ation treaty t o provide a solution t o that · 

problem; there is no doubt, however, that it is cl8sely connected \lith the trea~r. 
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37. Therefore it is, I think, fully appropriate that the drafts expressly underline 

that in no way will the non-proliferation treaty put a brake on the peaceful use·s 

of nuclear energy, and that it will not limit the right of each party t o the treaty 

to develop such activities in full. On the contrary, the treaty iJill provide 

f avourable conditions for the development of such activities within.individual · States · 

and the broad promotion of international co-operation and ex?hange of information 

for that purpose. 

38~ In ·that connexion, the drafts touch also upon the problem of the potential 

uses of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes -- a problem referred to again today 

by the representative of Brazil. A number of important statements made during past 

deliberations have rightly pointed out the close relationship of that question to 

the non-proliferation treaty. My delegation has already expressed its position in 

that rega1'd. Emphasis has been placed on the necessity, arising from technological · 

f actors, that the question of the manui'acture of nuclear explosives for nuclear 

explosions for peaceful purposes should be covered by the non-proliferation treaty. 

39. Past discussions have indicated possible ways towards an acceptable solution 

which, on the one hand, would not adversely ·affect the basic principles and objectives 

of the non-proliferation treaty, and which, on the other hand, would be in line with 

the interests of the non-nuclear-weapon States and would provide them with the 

possibility of acquiring the nuclear explosives required f or the implementation of 

their plans for peaceful economic development without- discrimination and on 

advantageous economi·c terms. That is the spirit of the solution envisaged in the 

preamble to ·· the two drafts, leaving the solution itself t o ·appropriate international 

procedures, outside the framework of the non-proliferation treaty. 

40. In studYing the two drafts the Czechoslovak delegation has paid considerable 

attention also to their final provis ions . \ve greatly appreciate that in forrin.tiating 

them the authors were evidently guided by the desire t o codify the maximum possible 

st abi lity and ef fectiveness in the treaty. That criterion was undoubtedly deci sive 

in the forrrrulation of the provisions concerning the duration of the treaty, . the t erms 

of accession by all States, the entry· into f orce of the treil.ty, pos.sible · amendments 

and other questions of that nature . vJe assume t hat that criterion will like\.Ji.se 

be applied in t he negotiations on t he r emaining partial problems t o be r egulat ed 

in that part of the treaty. 
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41. The drafts with which the Committee w1s presented at our 32?th meeting de not 

contain a formulation of the article on international control t o be exercised under 

the non-proliferation treaty. The major pQrt of the signific~t statement m~de 

just before mine by the representative of Sweden was devot ed t o this important 

problem. I listened with the greatest care t c the statement made by Mrs . Myrdal, 

for we. have alw~ys attached gr eat importance to the contributions of the Swedi sh 

delegation to disarmaTient negotiations. I am sur e that nobody would Gxpect me to 

comment now on the important and inter esting statement just mc..de by the representative _ 

of Sweden or, in particular, on the draft text (ENDC/ 195 ) subnitted by her. 

Undoubtedly that draft needs and deserves careful study . Hy del egation will of 

course give it the utmost attention. 

42. As far as the control issue is concerned, my delegation has mado its position 

cl ear in previous statements. Therefore at the present juncture I should like only to 

reiterate that we stand f or such control being exercised through the Int ernational 

Atomic Energy iigency by the application of' that Agency's syster:J. of safeguards , which 

has beenaccepted gener ally throughout the world and i s o.lready applied in a number 

of St ates . Practice has tested its effectiveness and has proved also that it does 

not affect -in any way the internal af'fairs of the St ates in whi ch the safeguards 

have been applied; nor does it endanger their justified interest s . Experience sh01>1s 

also that this system of safeguar ds could be put into operation vdth respect to the 

non-proliferation treaty immediately and without any delay. In that r egard we have 

also the most qualified and expert opinion and _assurances of the responsible officials 

of the Agency. For those r easons \ole expect that the r elevant provis i ons of the treaty 

will be worked out in accordance 1.d th the pre3lllble t o the draft befor e . us, vrhich 

underlines the role of the Agency concerning the guarantees in connexion with the 

activities of States in the field of the peaceful uses of nucl ear ener gy. 

43. Similarly, as r egards the important question of guar antees of security f or the 

non-nuclear-weapon States 1rrhich, under the treaty, vrould assume t he obligation not 

to manufactur e or acquir e nucl ear weapons, we welcome the r espective s t atements made 

by the hro co- Chairmen t o the effect tha.t they will continue their exchanges of vie,.rs 

in order t o find a positive solution of t hi s problem. In this connexion I should 

like t o express again my del egation ' s conviction that an undertaki ng by the nucl ear 
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Powers not to use nuclear weapons against the territories of non-nuclear-weapon 

States, as contained in the proposcU. (ENDC/167) put for\va.rd by th.a USSR in 1966, 

would constitute a significant contribution to tho solution of this problem. 

44. In conclusion, I should like to express the hope that our deliberations will be 

conducive to the elaboration in the near future of a generally acceptable final 

text of a. non-proliferation treaty". \Je expect that such a treaty will enjoy the 

full support of all those who have striven persistently for a lessening of 

international tension and for the elimination of the threat of an armed. conflict, 

particularly a nuclear war. 

45. However, we consider it necessary to point out that interna~ional ten~ions anq 

the danger of war do not arise only from the existence of nuclear \reapons or the 

possibility of their spreading. They are caused by the repeated attempts of 

imperialist forces to impose their will and domination on peoples of oth~r countries 

by armed force. The Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, together with. other socialist 

States and along with all peace-loving countries, most resolutely condemns their 

actions and demands that an end be put to them~ If international tension is . to be 

considerably relaxed and the international situation arnE)liorated, . an end must be p~t 

to the United. States aggression in Viet-Nam, and in-particular the air attacks .against 

the Dem9cratic Republic of Viet-Nam must be stopped without delay and unconditionally. 

The .consequences of Israel 1s aggression in the Middle East must _be eliminated speedily, 

and, first and foremost, Israel 1s armed forces must be withdrawn from the occupied 

territories of the Arab States. 

46. The great importance which we attach t o the concluding of a non-proliferation 

treaty does not mean that we over-estimate its role. Like the other participants in 

our deliberations and in accordance with a number of significant international 

documents dealing with this question, we do not regcrd the treaty as the final 

objective of our negotiations, as a purpose in itself. He regard it as a part of the 

complex _problem o:f disarmament, a step-- initial but _highly significant-- on the 

way towards general disarmament and particularly towards nuclear disarmament. 

47. That is why we regard as a directive guideline for .ourselves ~h?se paragraphs 

in _t}?.e preamble _t o the drafts which appeal to all States . for co-operation in the . 

interest of tl).e. cessation_ of the arms race within tho shortest possible time, and 

which emphasize the necessity for -
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11 thE? cesso.tion of tho :mnnufacture of nucl0ar \!Capons, the liquido.tion 

of all their existing stockpiles, oncl the elinination from no.tional 

arsenals of nuclear weapons end tho meQUs of their delivery pursuant 

to a Treaty on general and complete disar:mc:.rnent under strict o.nd 

effe~tive international control~' (ENDC/192, 193, p. 2). 

48. \Je are convinced that the conclusion of a non-prolifero.tion treaty would give a 

new impetus to the efforts to solve these vital problems and 1.-.rould make it possible 

for their consideration to proceed undor more fo.vourable conditions than heretofore. 

49. i~aji SULE KOLO (Nigeria): I should like first of all to welcome on behalf 

of the Nigerian Government the tabling of identical treaty toA~S on the non-proliferation 

of nuclear Hco.pons (ENDC/192, 193) by the delegations 0f the United States and the 

Soviet Union. The event is significont in itself because the Eighteen-No.tion 

Committee on Disarmament ho.s now been provided with a structure on which t o build a 

balanced treaty. In particular, Hithout in any way derogating from the importance 

of the present achievement, my delegation vdshes t o stress the point here that as 

far as we are concerned we believe that our mnin task is only just beginning. The 

consultations that have gone on hitherto have been in the nain between the two super

Powers and their allies. lie hope that the present situation provides an opportunity 

for the views and aspirations of the non-aligned countries to receive consideration 

for inclusion in the draft treaty text. 

50. In pursuing our task in this CoiJU11ittee we should bear in mind at every stage that 

our aim is to produce a trenty which Hill be acceptable to the world community. We 

must endeavour to produce something that will oarn this Committee not only the praisG 

of the majority of mankind today but also the respect of posterity. 

51. The Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament is not a sovereign organ; it is 

dependent on the United Nations. Its nandates to negotiate various neasures of 

disarmament were given by resolutions of the United Nations. Although that Organization 

correctly gave top priority to the elaboration of a trecty on the non-proliferation 

of nuclear weapons, certain principles on \-Ihich the treaty should be based have been 

clearly stipulated. It may be that blind adherence to the latter of those principles 

could prevent any agreenent whatsoever, but we strongly believe that a treaty produc•;;d 

in utter disregard of them could hardly bo equitable. For that re ason the Nigerian 
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delegation sincerely hopes that no one here will take the view that the d.raft texts 

now before this Committee are near what can be considered adequate; and we hope 

that all efforts &1.11 be directed to finding solutions in this Committee · Which will 

meet the anxieties of the world community and the fears ofall States. 

52. As I said in my brief statement earlier this year (ENDC/PV.292) -- and this 

cll:iarly stipulated by :the United Nations Genercl. .Assembly in its historic resolution 

2028(XX) (ENDC/161) - the treaty which we eventually produce should be ~oid of any 

loop-holes which could permit, directly or indirectly, the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons by nuclear or non-nuclear-weapon States. In this connexion our attention is 

naturally drawn to the controversy over nuGlear explosive devices for peaceful purposes. 

53. The Nigerian delegation is in full agreement with what the represen'bativ-e-::Of 

Brazil said on 18 May: 
11 ••• it is imperative that every nation retain the right to mobilize, without 

any restriction whatsoever, the whole range of modern technological 

resources required to eliminate poverty and underdevelopment, which 

generate grave international ten~ions. 11 (ENDC/PV.297, para. 42) 
The representative of Brazil went on to say: 

"We must develop and utilize it Lnuclear enerrti} in every form, including the 

explosives that make possible not only great civil engineering projects 

but also an ever-increasing variety of applications that may prove 

essential to speed up the progress of our peoples. 11 (ibid., · para. 43) 

54. -'on the other hand, we have no reason to disbelieve the opinion of the majority of 

speakers here · that the technology required .for the production of a nuclear explosive 

device is the same as that required for the production of a nuclear weapon. The 

representative of India conceded that point in his statement of 23 May. 
He said:· 

"The Indian delegation does not deny that the technology involved in the 

production of a nuclear weapon is the same as the technology which produces 

a peaceful explosive device, although a weapon has many characteristics 

which are not present in a peaceful device. 11 (ENDC/PV.29$; para. 23) 

We ~.e.e further with the Indian representative that there are :rnruiy i'ie1ds of 

industrial d·ev.elopment which are now considered indispensable for economic progress 

but \-lhich can also be used as weapons of destruction~ 
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55. The Nigerian delegation none the less feels that nuclear weapons are in a 

special category. tJhile aeronautics, dynamite and steel fabrication can do great 

damage in war, they do not have that dreadful element present in nuclear weapons, 

the ability to destroy civilization as we know it today and cripple humanity at its 

source. The Nigerian ~elegation believes that it is because of that crucial 

difference that the United Nations General Assembly has urged this Committee to give 

a non-proliferation treaty top priority. So far no delegation has contested the 

statement made by the United Kingdom delegation on 23 February: 
11 A device which moves a million tQns of earth to dig a canal or create 

. an oil deposit can just as easily pulverize a city of a million people. 11 

(ENDC/PV.288, para. 16) 

56. As we see it, the problem of peaceful nuclear explosives is that of reconciling : 

a situation which can give rise to indirect proliferation by non-nuclear~weapon States 

with the right to provide all peoples and generations yet unborn with the most 

effective methods of enhancing their social, econo:r.ri.c and _ cultural well-being. It 

seems to us that emphasis must b~ _?~~?ed on technology rather than on the device 

itself. \1-le believe that, if non-nuclear-weapon countries were sure that they would 

have unrestricted access to all the peaceful techniques discovered from the 

development of :weapon technology, the present impasse would be more amenable to 

solution. 

57. The Nigerian delegation doubts very much whether the non-nuclear Powers should -
,; ~ -:(.~ , ._, •l' ., , ... . , . .. . 

nor wou1d it be correct to ask them to -- accept a treaty which .would ·place them in , _,: 

a position of perpetual inferiority in any field of knowledge. Consequently, if a 

treaty is to be lesting it should provide, among other things, guarantees that non-
. . 

nuclear-weapon Powers would not only have nuclear explosives, through an international 

organization, for their peaceful projects but also have opportunities for their · 

scientists to develop t o the full their intellectual capabilities in all fields, 

including tha~ of nuclear-explosive technology. One way of ensuring that would be 

a regular arrangement which would permit scientists from non-nuclear-weapon States 

to work in close c~~~~o.r~tion with scientists working on nuclear-explosive 

technology in nucleiir-w~ap~n States. Such, an arrangement would go a long way towards 

meeting the legitimate aspiration of every State not t o be left behind in the 

application of new techniques to the accelerating of human progress. 
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58. I have been talking about how to prevent loop-holes as regards non-nuclear- : 

weapon States. Now I should like to take a look·at the problen ofproli£erntion 

by nuclear-vreapon ·States •. @e . Nigerian delegation :believes that ·nuclear-weapon 

Powers must give adequate we:Lght to the anxieties of htunanity about its survival. · 

\~e have been told in ·verj plain lari.gua.ge that if there \.rere to be a nuclear war 

there would not remain untouched any coUntry on the surface of the earth. . That is 

a frightful thought. rhe nuclear-weapon Powers must concede that if there were 

to be a nuclear war everyone, nuc·lear and non-nuclear alike , would be faced with 

the danger of extermination. JThe ·non-nuclear-weapon Powers, therefore, have the 

right to demand that the nuclear-Weapon Powers should begir1 the process of nuclear 

disarmament. X Th~ .:tTr;st action in that direction would be, in our opinion, an.·agreenient on 

the' cessation of nuclear weapon tests underground and the cessation of the production 

of fissionable material for weapon purposes. · The Nigerian delegation thinks that 

these are fields in which agreement is not only necessary btit possible at the 

present time. It also believes that all the arguments advanced for urging the 

non-proliferation of nuclear weapons among non-nuclear-w~apon States are valid for 

urging the nuclear-we~pon States to conclude an agreement on the two measures/}~ 
~~~ . I j/ 

.. ·.~ just mentione~ , . 

60. As the Polish representative pointed out recently: 

"It is common knJwledge that those Powers" the nuclear-weapon States 

"have accunn:ilated such enormous st ockpiles of nuclear weapons and have 

reached such levels of sophistication in these that the· emergence of a 

new m~ci.~ar...:.weap_on State could not constitute a threat to them. It ttould 

even seem unthinkable to compete with them in this field; ffrst, because 

th~y were the first t o embark upon the manufacture of nuclear bombs and 

have thus acquired an edge of more than twenty years over other countries; 

secondly, because they possess unrivalled economic,_. teJ:ihniceJ. . . ®d 

scientific resources; and last but not least, because geograpeyis on 

their ;side . 11 (ENDC/PV.318, para. 29) 

I n addition t o the incontrover t ibl e f act s t o which the Polish r~presentative . 

has appropriately drawn our attention, the pUper-Powers have openly contributed 
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to the general belief that each side has enough nuclear pov1er to destroy the 

other several times over in the event of a nuclear war. I believe that is the 

basis of the so-called 11deterrentn. 

61. Thus the Nigerian delegation does not see any reason whatsoever why the 

nuclear-weapon Powers cannot agree to stop the quantitative and qualitative 

development of more weapons for, say, ten years -- that is, only half the period 

by >Jhich, according to our Polish colleague, they are ahead of newly emerged 

nuclear-weapon States -- during which period they would devote their energies to 

the task of reducing international tension and achieving universal nuclear 

disarmament. In this connexion the Nigerian delegation has carefully studied the 

statements made by the representatives of Sweden, the United States and the United 

Kingdom on the verification of the observance of a comprehensive test ban treaty, 

and it b~t~li07;,s that tl: .... probl.:ll.l c81 bv solvcld by •:-.. coubination of I.:teasurt;s. First 

the Swedish idea of a 11nuclear detection club11 (ENDC/154) should be given a trial; 

secondly, an agreement should be reached to ban underground tests of all magnitudes 

that all sides agree are detectable by national seismographic stations; and 

thirdly, there should be a moratorium f or at l east one year on underground tests of 

lower magnitudes, automatically r enewed at the end of every year unless one party 

believed the agreement had been violated. 

62. Let me now direct attention briefly to the problem of security. \Je agree 

wholeheartedly with the f ollowing statement made by the Uni t .ed States representative 

at one of our recent meet1ngs: 

"The appeal of arms control measures mus t rest on whether they 

enhance the security of the nations agreeing to them. In our deliberations 

on the non-proliferation treaty, f or example, I have made clear my 

Government's conviction that no nation should be asked t o sign this treaty 

if it does not promot e its national security within the viOrld community 

as well a s meet the world-wide concern over the gr owing threat of nucl ear 

war." (ENDc/PV.312, para. 9) 
I 

63. That principle, which is basic t o all international agreements, applies with 

equal f or ce t o what Mr. Burns, the r epresentative of . Canada , has described as 

measures of non-armament in conventional weapons of the devel oping countries 
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(ENDC/PV.Jll). I think that the Canadian idea, like the ideal aim of general and 

complete disarmament, is l audable, and my delegation stands today by what the 

Nigeria.l"l representative said on U~ August 1966 (ENDC/PV.283, pp.l2, 13) in support 

of the United States pr oposal tho.~ -

n.,. countries, on a regional basis, explore ways to limit competition among 

themselves f or costly HGo.pons often sought fo:r reasons of .illusory prestige.n 

(ENDC/165...1-P...~ 

\fu.at the Nigerian representative said was;; however, not without reservations. In · 

the passage quoted by :tvrr. Burns, my predecessor made it quite clear that 

President Johnson's proposals would be valuable for Africq., .ant:l we think that is 

applicable t o all other continents. 
: . 

64. .The Nigerian delegation believes that the problem of pmi ting arms in 

developing countries is no less complicated than that of universal disarmament. 
". . 

Developing regions are. not worlds apart. They live in a mixed, strange world, a 

~trorld of poverty apd avarice, of meelmess and modernized savagery, of grandeur 

and mearmess, a world in \.rhich, I am afraid, power is taking over from reason, This 

is the world we live in, developed or less developed. . . 

65. 1Afe do not have to look too far back to see glaring illustrations of .the trai. ts 

Ihave just enumerated. Recently the situation has degenerated even to tl,le extent 

the.t foreign soldiers now constitute themselves into pirate g:roups to loot, pillage 

and undermine .the secvrity of developing co:up.tries. , It is extremely important to . . .. · .. . . 

:..~ealize that no agreement reached among developing countries to limit armament in 

their regions could last if deveJ oped countries did nothing to . stop their natj cmals.· 

from shipping arms to dissident groups in developing countries to be used against 

governments. The situation is serious and, as my predecessor said, creates fear a.r;td . 

anxiety • . 

66. It should be clear .that, with developed neighbours arming furiously, developing . 

co,xntries cannot be expected to manifest. perfect serenity. What is more, the question 

is not purely regional, for wars are .t:ought not only between developing countries but 

also between developed and developin~ ,qqillltries. Consequently any measures of . 

conventional disarmament or non-armament must be general. On the other hand, we agree 

with the Canadian representative when he says: 
11 •• • 1-;•:::J must aJ.l concede tho..t it is likely to be some time . before agreement is 

reached on a tr.eaty of general disarmament, or even on a treaty of world-wide 

application providing for the reduction Qf conventional arms. ii 

(EN:Q.Q/PV. 311 \.....P._?..c-a. 18) 
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~fuat we do not agree with, however, is the logic that the problem should lead us int~ 

making the less developed regions the "sitting duck 11 in a world armed to the teeth. 

I believe that, whatever we do , we should not do &1ything that will make it impossible 

for States to guarantee their security to the maximum extent. 

67. However, returning to non-proliferation, I believe sincerely that the majority 

of countries -- and I think I am speaking for all the non-aligned members of this 

Committee -- would want to sign a non-proliferation treaty. At the same time the 

non-nuclear Powers, I think, are mature enough tCJ realize that by signing such a 

treaty they would be depriving themselves of one weapan which cauld today or tomarrow 

be crucial for their self-defence. It is incumbent on the international community, 

therefore, to ensure that no country which accepts its responsibility in this regard 

should become the victim of wanton acts of destructbn. I think we should here 

borrow a leaf from the Charter of the United Nations, which, while denouncing war as 

a means. of foreign policy, took pains to devise a collective security system which 

could be useful. 

, 68. In the light of the foregoing, we believe that the treaty should cantain firm 

assurances that the world community wauld come to the aid of a non-nuclear-weapon 

Power if threatened or attacked by a nuclear-weapon State. That is no less essential 

to a non:_proliferation treaty than the callective security system is to the Charter 

CJf the United Nations. If we failed to provide such an assurance, we should have no 

moral right to criticize th::Jse who found themselves unable to sign the treaty because 

their national security needs had not been considered in it -- a situation which 

might be fatal to the treaty. 

69. Finally, the Nigerian delegation would like to express its deep regret that the 

draft treaty texts before this Committee have not dealt at all with one of th6 most 

important aspects of 8; n::m-proliferation treaty: that of verification. In this 

regard, my delegation would like to w~lcome the initiative of the representative of 

Sweden this morning, because we must emphasize that a treaty without a thorough-going 

control system would not be acceptable generally. ·vJe doubt that it would be 

acceptable to anybody. lrJhat is more, we believe that a control system, to be 

reliable and useful, should be conducted by an international agency. However, 

existing regional arrangements should not be hampered by the international agency. The 

latter should be able to collaborate with the regbnal agencies in the control effort. 
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\t/hat is essential is that the internat i onal agency should decide the rules to be 

applied by r egional or gans t o enable i t t J carry out its duties efficaciously. 

70. The urgency of the task before us cannot be over-emphasized. As I said in my 

earlier statement, this Committee has a duty t o humanity which it should perform. 

We must go about it with sincerity of purpose, justice &!d a sense of equity. 

71. Mr. TRIVEDI (India): The Indian delegation made a short statement on 

24 August (ENDC/PV.325) when the delegations of the United States and the Soviet Union 

presented two documents, ~~C/192 and ENDC/193, containing a draft treaty on the non

proliferatbn of nuclear weapons. The Indian delegation then cited some of the 

considerations which have guided us and will guide us in our examination of those 

documents. 

72. The Indian delegation will make a detailed statement with comments and suggestions 
... 

at a later meeting, but this morning I thought I must intervene to congratulate 

Mr. Azeredo da Silveira on one of the most outstanding contributions made t'J our 

debates during the whole course of the discussions on the question of non-proliferation 
. . 

of nuclear weapons. He indicated what would really constitute the solution of the 
. i . . . . 

problem, and did nat deal merely with a mirage • . The representative of Erazil, in 

h~s short statement, touched upon a few important issues in the draft treaty. 

Obviously he ?id not discuss the questions of amendment, withdrawal and other 

ru1cillary matters. He dealt with the two missing parts of the treaty: the question 

Jf security concerns and the question of international control. He only touched upon 

the question of disarmament, but otherwise, on the vital aspects of the treaty, he 

made. a very profound statement. The approach which Mr. Azeredo da Silveira 

indicated-- and the basic approach indicated by Mr. Sule Kola in his very able and 

pertinent intervention this morning -- have the support of the Indian delegation. 

With regard to the statement made by Mr. Azeredo da Silveira, the Indian delegation 

is not only fully in agreement with his approach but alsJ entirely in acc?rd with 

the specific points made by him on the fundamental and vi tal component_s of a non

proliferation treatr. 

73. The Indian delegation has had occasion to speak at one of our earlier meetings 

about the confusion which is being created on the question of proliferation proper 

and other issues of disarmament. Mr. Azeredo da Silveira pointed out: 
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nuclear unt il a final s Jluti:m can be brought t ·:J the questL:m Jf nuclear 

disarmament; but i t seems t':) u s imperat ive that the Jbligati ::ms impCl sed 

on the non-nuclear na~ions be met :::Jn the oth er side by significa..'1t 

commitments r elated t0 the subject matter of the t reaty.n (supra, para.5) 

rhe imp8rte.nt phrase her e is nthe subj ec ::-, matter 8f t h e treaty;'. rhe subject matter 

of the treaty is prevention 8f the :proliferatLm of nuclear weapons and, as the 

representative :) f Brazil p:J inted ::mt, that refers t o pr:) liferation by all countries.. 

rheref8re atteml:Jts t8 c8nfuse the issue by vivisect ing the corporate b8dy :::Jf n8n

proliferatbn, as i t wer e , and then lumping part of that amputated p8r t i on of n8n

proliferati8n wi t h other 2.spects of disarmament, such as the r cducti::m 8f nuclear 

delivery vehicles or t he r educti::m of stocks ':l f nuclear weapms , and saying that it. 

is difficult t:J hav e all these things clon e t::J gether, that the best is the enemy of 

the good , that we must n:J t be 8ver-ambi tbus, and S8 on, do not h elp matters. What 

is p ertinent is that proliferation has tJ be prevented; and, as Gen eral Assembly 

res8lution 2028 (XX) p::J ints ::Jut, pr:>liferatbn by both nucl ear-weapon and non-nuclear

weapJn P8wers has t:J be prevented . Mr. Azer ed8 da Silveira emphasized t hat admirably. 

74. The r epresentative of Brazil r eferred t ) t hat mat ser as well as t::J the security 

C8nc ern s ·Jf n8n-nuclear nations and t'J the attempt t:J imp':)SG pr:;hibi tions em the 

p eaceful development of nuclear energy in c ertain fields even if -- I repeat, oven 

if-- sL.1ch devel:Jpment is subjected t8 :J bj ective and n8n-discriminat8ry int 8rnati::lnal 

inspectbn. As the Indian dol cgati::m said earli er (:2;NDC/PV.298 1 para. 26), it is 

like thr::J wing 8Ut the baby with the bath·-\.rater. Hr. Azor ed:J da Silveira als8 referred 

to the questi .:;i1 8f interna ti8nal c:m t r ol, and this m::J rning ue hear d t::J:J t he very 

useful i ni tiative taken by t he Hinister fr::Jm Sweden , Mrs. Hyrdal. The appr::>ach 

ad'.)pted by t h e repres en~cativo :::. f Sweden, that of n8n-discrhninat8ry and universal 

application ::> f safeguards, is the correct appr:)ach, c..i1d in d::Jcumeat ENDC/195 that 

appr8ach has been appli ed to the di3seminati :,a asp ect ::J f a ncm-pr8liferatbn treaty. 

75. The Indian delegat.bn -- in cc:>mm:>n, I believe, with the Braziliai.1 and other 

d el egatbns ~-· w::Ju.ld like t he samo approe.ch t o be applied t8 the pr:::J liferati8n aspect 

of a n8n-pr8liferatbn treaty as well. As Mr. Azered::J da Silveira said: 
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(Mr. Trivedi, India) 

liTh e; c:mdi ti-::ms :Jf w:Jrld security and peac e t:.- which I have been 

referring \r::::uld als::J be greatly enhc;.nc cd if t he universal application 

of safeguards CJnccrning fi s si ::mabl e material vrere made c ::1mpulsory for 

all part i es to the tre::tty. 11 (..§.."@_ra, nara. 13) 

The approach that the Indian del egrrti ·m h<:ts connended in the statements ')f 

Mr. Azeredo da Silveira and Mr. Sule Iblo, and c.lso in the initiative talqm by the 

representat iv8 of Swed en, is that particular approach :Jf universality and non

discrimination. vrnat I l~eally wish t:-J e.rnphasize is that it is not desirable, 

profitable, effective, appropriate or adequate to vivisect the integral problem of 

the proliferati::1n of nuclear weapons. 

Tho Conference decided to issue the f ollowing communique: 

11 The Conferenc e of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament 

today hel0 its 327th plenary meeting in the Palais des Nati'Jns, Geneva, 

under the chairmanship of H.E. Ambassador E.L.M. Burns, representative 

::>f Cenada. 

nstaterncmts were mace by tho r epresentatives of Brazil, Sweden, 

Czechosl·walcia, Nigeria and India. 

nrhe delegation of Sweden tabled a draft text of an article on 

international control t ; be ins erted in the draft treaty on the non

proliferati :::m s f nuclear weapons (E."®C/195). 

tiThe next meeting of the C')nf crence will be held on Tuesday, 

5 September 1967, at 10.30 a .m.a 

The meeting r :J se at 12.20 p.m. 


